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Chairman’s Chat 
 

As many of you know, I‟ve been attacking Marsh Junction signal 
box with sandpaper and paint brush of late. In fact it was one of 
our members who got me started on the job. He said “We‟re not 
very good at looking after wooden buildings on our site” (or words 
to that effect).  I thought he was right and decided to do 
something about it.  This has turned out to be a somewhat larger 
job than I expected it would, largely because of the design of the 
box and the paint system used on it. There are a lot of fiddly bits, 
and it plain takes a long time to do. Now don‟t get me wrong, I 
wouldn‟t change the box. It is probably the most striking building 
on the site. It looks good, serves its purpose well and needs to be 
looked after. However to my knowledge no-one has done the paint 
job twice. As a result, it has been too long between repaints, and 
maybe that is part of why one end is rotting. Replacing the rotten 
section is way beyond my skills but fortunately there are 
members of the club who can do this sort of work. Unfortunately 
they are two of the busier members doing maintenance work on 
the site, and so fixing that section won‟t be done immediately. It 
will happen though!  
The reason I mention this is that we are just getting ourselves 
fired up to look at the station which is looking quite sorry for 
itself. I think we need to be careful about how we do this work as 
it would be a shame if the size of the maintenance job required 
after the rebuild means that people are put off doing it, so that it 
becomes tatty and run down quickly.  
The AGM is coming up soon, and I must give my annual 
encouragement to you all to stand for election to the committee. 
It‟s an important job and the committee as a whole benefits from 
change as new ideas are brought on board. So if you fancy 
discussing how the club is run, and being involved in doing it, 
then get yourself proposed and seconded for election fast! 
To end on a personal note, I‟d like to thank all the members who 
have given me their best wishes for my forthcoming marriage.  
They are much appreciated! 

 

John Browning 
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Ashpan Notebook 
 
Ashpans 72 & 73 
 
Thankyou to all those who contributed items for inclusion in this 
issue of Ashpan. Particular mention must be made of Peter 

Pardington (otherwise uncredited) who has lent the editor the 

1953 & 1954 Gadgets Annual, excerpts from which I hope will fill 
odd corners of Ashpan for many issues to come. 

Ashpan 73 is intended to be published just before Christmas and 

so any items for inclusion should be with the editor by the 
December running day. Don‟t be put off by the size of the two 

main articles in this issue; it is quite unusual to have two such 

long articles in the same issue and much shorter items will 
always be welcome. 

 

Winter Programme 
 
As usual the winter programme of Friday Evening meetings 

follows on from the AGM on 29th September. Full details of the 
first half of the programme can be found on the rear cover, but 

one point worth making is that this year a number of evenings 

will feature two speakers, each giving a talk for forty-five to fifty 
minutes. As you might imagine this is a rather less daunting 

prospect for would be speakers than a full evening, and it is 

hoped this has encouraged more people to give a talk than would 
otherwise be the case. 

The popular Workshop Evenings will also be taking place on 27th 

October and 24th November. 
The second half of the winter programme is also taking shape, 

with details available in the next issue of Ashpan. 

 
Cover Photograph 
 
The cover photograph accompanies an article by Martin 
Humphrey, about „The Floating Railway‟, which can be found on 

page 10. 
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Secretary’s Notes 
 

The last Ashpan in April was accompanied by the analysis of the 
membership questionnaire.  Once everyone had time to read and 

consider the findings, we had a meeting on the way forward.  It 

was sensible and constructive, clearing the air on some difficult 
issues.  The notes from this meeting are in this Ashpan.  Since 

then we have been taking on the initiatives agreed as important. 

My thanks to those of you who have helped bring together the 
winter programme, the first half of which is on the rear cover.  It 

is looking good, with some interesting speakers, both from 

outside the society and from amongst our own.  We consulted on 
the programme framework at meetings and then evolved the 

detail.  I‟m grateful to those of you who have had your arms 

twisted to volunteer a talk because I think you have something to 
offer us in the way of enlightenment for a Friday night.   

One theme from the questionnaire was a wish to understand 

more about how we are set up and how to get involved.  I plan to 
distribute a Members‟ Handbook on 13th October as part of the 

„Everything you‟ve always wanted to know about IDSME but 

didn‟t ask‟ Friday evening.  The handbook aims to bring together 
all the important (and some not so important) things about 

IDSME.  On the evening I hope to have several long serving 

members with me on the dais.  All you have to do is to come along 
with all those questions that you‟ve meant to ask but never found 

opportunity or bravado to do so. 

The AGM is nearly upon us and with this Ashpan you will find 
your AGM letter and agenda.  A key part of the agenda is the 

proposed change of the Articles.  These were created in 

September 1999 when IDSME became a limited company.  Whilst 
the Articles have served us well, we‟ve found with experience 

there are some parts we want to change.  A working group of 

Peter Cathcart, Mel Fuller, Malcolm Parsons and myself have 
been developing this.  We‟ve presented the proposed changes at a 

number of society meetings and discussed them through. 
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Everyone seems comfortable with them so they are now formally 

presented for adoption.  The vote is an „all or nothing‟ – either the 

changes are accepted in their entirety or we reject them.   
And finally, a gentle reminder to those of you who have yet to pay 

your subscription this year – please do so before the AGM.  

Unpaid means no vote.  The rates are £23 full, £14 pensioner or 
unwaged and £6 junior (under 18 and still full time at school).     

 

David Sexton 
Secretary 

 

vvvvvvvvvvvvvv 
 

Going Forward 
 

This summarises the points and decisions of the club night 

discussion on Friday 26th May about the results of the 2006 

membership questionnaire.  The meeting was chaired by Peter 

Cathcart and twenty four members were present. 

 

Doing the work 

Sometimes we decide things but don‟t start them.  Conversely 

some members start things but don‟t get agreement at the outset 

or expand the job.  Neither is good.  We recognise we‟ll only go in 

the direction that members wish to work to.    The A Team does 

much on Tuesdays but it is not there to pick up on all the 

unwanted or imposed jobs.  We agreed we should be more open 

about saying what we want and who is prepared to do the work, 

and agreeing projects at meetings before starting them. 

 

Winter Programme 

This can and should be improved. We enjoy each others company 

and meeting together as a group is an important activity for all 

members, as the questionnaire showed. We recognise it is 

difficult to arrange the programme and we are a small audience, 

but we will try to put more collective effort into finding outside 
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speakers and giving talks ourselves.  Peter Cathcart, David 

Sexton and Mel Fuller are co-ordinating the programme and 

Mark Hamlin has found at least five possible outside speakers, 

all of whom the meeting agreed they would enjoy hearing. 

 

Workshop Evenings 

We will continue these every fourth Friday in the winter but will 

arrange a good programme in the clubhouse on these evenings as 

well.  No reliance on self-arranged slides and videos.  There is no 

compulsion for any member to attend Friday night meetings and 

the workshop can be used every Friday night if wanted, but we 

recognise that when outside speakers are present it is 

unsupportive and can be seen as rude for a part of the audience 

to walk out before the speaker starts. 

 

Club Locomotive  

Speedy is being rebuilt but this is taking time as only a few 

people are involved.  Although engine owners are good at letting 

others drive, there is a value in having a club steam engine. 

 

Railway and Workshop Training 

Structured training on driving, signalling and using the 

workshop would be appreciated by some members.  Theory and 

practise would be helpful. 

 

Future Projects 

Building a new station is the most important project.  It needs 

clearly agreed plans understood by all involved and a leader or 

leaders who will co-ordinate work.  There were plans approved 

some years ago for the new station design to follow on from the 

booking office in the same style.  The „Backwards Towards 

Tomorrow‟ team will resurrect these plans and revise them to 

take account of changes since first drawing them up, then present 

them to a meeting.  Other plans from members are welcome, to 

stimulate discussion.  
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Obituaries 
 

Sadly several members and friends of the society have passed 
away in the last few months. 

 

Ralph Field 
Ralph joined IDSME in the 

early 1980s and was for many 

years one of our stalwarts who 
could be relied on to help with 

most things.  He turned up for 

working parties, exhibitions, 
running days and was a Friday 

night regular.  Unassuming 

and with a wry sense of 
humour, Ralph would always 

find a way of contributing to 

the job in hand.  He thought of 
people and was often the 

person who made the tea for 

everyone during a working party.  It was Ralph, too, who, for 
some years, provided long term storage in his garage for the club 

lathe, until the new workshop was complete enough in 1990 to 

house it. 
An engineer by profession, Ralph worked in the textile industry 

and gave us a number of Friday evening talks on different 

aspects of this.  Each talk was meticulously prepared, often with 
flip charts and diagrams, and we all became wiser as to the warp 

and the weft.  Ralph had a logical turn of mind and liked to make 

sure he understood things.  He often asking several questions of a 
speaker or his fellow members, when things weren‟t quite clear to 

him.  This was always done in a courteous fashion, with Ralph 

quite prepared to say he might have missed a point. 
 

Ralph was especially good at staffing exhibition stands and 

became engaged in long conversations with visitors at the model 
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engineering exhibitions in the winter of every year.  He was a 

regular provider of exhibits as well.  It was only in the last year 

that Ralph stopped coming regularly to IDSME, his illness 
making him increasingly housebound.  His presence was missed, 

with a number of members enquiring about him.  Ralph Field 

died on 27th July, aged eighty-five.  
Amongst his projects, Ralph built a 5” gauge 0-6-0 tank engine 

and regularly ran it at IDSME until the discomfort of ground 

level driving on older knees got too much for him.  It was pleasing 
that his family chose a picture of Ralph driving his engine to go 

on the cover of the funeral service booklet.  Many members 

turned up for Ralph‟s funeral on a Friday and we were surprised 
and delighted to welcome two of Ralph‟s three daughters with 

their children when they came to our August run the following 

day.  We will be sending a donation to UNICEF, the family‟s 
nominated charity, in memory of Ralph. 

 

Alan Wheeler 
Alan joined IDSME in the late 1980s and was active with us from 

the start, attending meetings as regularly as he could.  A 

practical modeller in both 0 gauge and 5” gauge, Alan had a 
strong interest in things Great Western and wasn‟t above an 

occasional „copper cap‟ 

comment.  A cheerful 
man, he usually had 

much to share with 

people around him and 
always had some project 

on the go. 

He did much for our 
programme of events.  

An active member at Sir 

Bill McAlpine‟s Fawley 
Railway, Alan organised 

club visits there in 1988 

and 1993, and gave 
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several winter talks about parts of the collection he had worked 

on.  He was programme secretary in 1992/3, arranged a Bluebell 

Railway visit in 1994 and even drew his son, David, in on the act 
in 1996, to give a Friday evening talk on „crack detection‟. 

After retirement, Alan and Hazel moved to Fairford, 

Gloucestershire, in the late 1990s, and Alan became a volunteer 
in the Swindon Steam Museum.  He used his engineering skills to 

maintain and restore items including a major refurbishment of 

their Edmundson ticket printing press.  Despite the distance, we 
still saw Alan several times a year at IDSME.  Alan kept his 

membership of IDSME up to 2004 when, with illness restricting 

him, he revised his activities.   
He faced his cancer with the same practical cheerfulness that he 

did most things.  He kept in touch with IDSME through letters 

and cards and through his friend and fellow IDSME and Fawley 
member, Julian Heard.  With typical generosity, Alan arranged 

for his Class 08 battery locomotive to come on long term loan to 

IDSME in 2005.  Alan died in May 2006, aged seventy.  We have 
sent a donation in his memory to the Friends of Fairford 

Hospital. 

 
Maurice Garman 

Maurice joined IDSME in 

1993 and was part of the 
„BBC trio‟ with Geoff 

Higgs and George Jakins.  

He may be best remember 
for the hilarious BBC talk 

in 1995 when he, George 

and Geoff presented an 
evening rich in behind-

the-scenes anecdotes of 

the trials of their work.   
Maurice was a regular at 

Friday evenings and 

helped at running days.  
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He ceased to be a member, in early 2003.  He had a heart 

condition which caused him to be hospitalised in 1999, and it was 

this condition that led to his death last month.  Our sympathies 
go to his wife and family. 

 

Anne Adams 
Anne Adams was the wife of our late Treasurer and honorary 

member, Colin Adams, who died in September 2000.  Anne 

sometimes came to IDSME events but she preferred to let Colin 
have free rein.  It was Anne‟s strong support to Colin in his later 

years, when poor health had sapped his energy, which enabled 

Colin to continue at IDSME where he remained active on the 
Committee to within a few months of his death.  Anne turned her 

abilities to voluntary work after Colin‟s death, doing much with 

Help the Aged.  Anne died unexpectedly at home in Ruislip on 
26th July 2006.   

In her will Anne very kindly gifted to IDSME, Colin‟s award 

winning collection of nine miniature bicycles and his scrapbook 
detailing their construction and exhibition success.  She has also 

given us two of his pocket watches and a master clock from 

Wimbledon LTA.  We‟re looking at how we can best care for these 
unique items. 

 

vvvvvvvvvvvvvv 
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DIE SCHWEBEBAHN IN WUPPERTAL 
By Martin Humphrey 

 

On the 1st March 1901 the residents of what is now the town of 

Wuppertal in Germany were able to avail themselves of rapid 

urban transit using a system that was and, in its detail, still is 

unique. The town itself is situated in the narrow valley of the 

River Wupper and one of its main claims to fame is the presence 

of the giant pharmaceutical company, Bayer, where the world‟s 

first production of Aspirin was undertaken in 1899. Today, the 

Bayer factory, with its enormous chimney and production 

facilities dominating the area, is still the major employer. 

However, Bayer has to share its domination of the town with its 

rapid urban transit system, fondly referred to as „the Old Lady‟ or 

the „Iron Wyvern‟ by the local residents. This suspended monorail 

system currently carries the title of Schwebebahn (in English – 

Floating Railway) but its proper and full name is the Eugen 

Langen Monorail Suspension Railway and connects the towns of 
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Vohwinkel, Elberfeld and Barmen, which together form the 

greater conurbation of Wuppertal. 

 
Whilst this railway was a great novelty of its age, there was 

nothing new about suspended railways and there had been signs 

and portents dating back to 1824 when Henry Palmer in England 
built a small suspension railway using carriages pulled by horses. 

In 1826 a German industrialist and politician, Friedrich 

Harcourt, was so taken with the idea that he had a small system 
built as a trial in the grounds of what is today the Elberfeld tax 

office. Whilst he failed to attract public backing for his scheme, 

the town councillors of Elberfeld were interested in the possibility 
of using Palmer‟s system to connect the Ruhr to the River 

Wupper and engaged Harkort to survey the two proposed routes 

from Elberfeld to either Hinsbeck or Langenberg. In the end the 
scheme was abandoned and remained so for the next sixty- five 

years. 

 
In the last decade of the century there was a resurgence of 

interest following reports of experiments in Cologne by Herr 

Langen, who had successfully built an experimental line using 
the suspension principle, albeit with two rails. This was an 
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elliptical track, 328 ft long and with tight curves of 33 ft radius, 

from which a suspended car travelled at 7.5 mph using electric 

traction. Encouraged by his success, Langen then built a second 
track, but using only a single rail with which speeds of 15.5 mph 

were achieved. Passengers in the car were surprised at the 

smooth ride and were apparently unaware of being swung out at 
an angle of 25 degrees to the vertical. Patents were applied for 

and granted with the intention of building a transit system in 

Berlin, but these events also rekindled the interest of the town 
councillors of Elberfeld, who by this time were feeling an urgent 

need for a transit system to relieve the increasing congestion on 

their roads. 
 

Urban congestion was a problem affecting many towns and cities 

around the world at the time and a variety of possible solutions 
were being considered according to local requirements and 

conditions. At the time, electric traction was still in its infancy. 

Its advantages over any other form of traction for underground 
working were obvious, although some doubts about its reliability 

and its future development were expressed. It seems that this 

came as some relief to the councillors of Elberfeld, who had been 
advised that an underground system so close to the river and in 

the adjacent terrain would be prohibitively expensive. An 

elevated system over the river itself was proposed where electric 
traction was likely to be more reliable and easier to maintain. 

After a brief flirtation with a proposal to build a conventional 

elevated railway on piers mounted in the centre of the river, a 
deal with Herr Langen was done and a further test track was 

constructed at Deutz. On this line the cars were driven at a speed 

as high as 47mph, around curves of 300ft radius. A short length 
of this track has recently (2002) been re-discovered. Construction 

of the projected line between Vohwinkel and Barmen was started 

in 1898. Where the design straddled the river it called for a 
sequence of „A‟ frame supports and where it straddled the roads it 

called for inverted „U‟ supports. From these was suspended a 
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continuous 

girder 

carrying a 
single rail 

used in 

combination 
with double 

flanged 

wheels. 
 

Initial 

construction 
was 

sufficiently 

advanced by 
the turn of 

the century 

that the 
Kaiser was 

invited to an 

inaugural 
demonstration in October 1900, running between the stations at 

Zoo and Kluse, where a turntable had been installed. To mark 

the occasion a special pair of carriages was elaborately decorated 
and this pair, referred to as the Kaiser Wagen, has been 

preserved in its original condition and is currently available for 

charter, serving either afternoon tea or evening dinner and even 
on occasions, wedding breakfasts. By June 1903 the eastern 

section between Kluse and Oberbarmen had been completed. 

There are twenty stations spread over a total length of 8.3 miles 
of line of which 5.6 miles is 12m over the River Wupper and the 

remainder is 8m over the streets in Vohwinkel. The maximum 

gradient is 4.5% and the minimum radius is 295ft except at the 
termini where it uses return loops of 19ft radius. Yes, nineteen 

feet! Since opening over a hundred years ago the Schwebebahn 
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has been in continuous use, barring some attention from the RAF 

during WW2, when Kluse station was badly damaged. 

 
The original construction called for 486 supports that along with 

the associated girder work required 19,200 tons of steel. This 

equates to only 750lb/ft. To allow for contraction and expansion 
most of the supports are free to move on their bases on ball and 

socket joints. In order to maintain longitudinal rigidity, fixed 

supports are included at intervals with the appropriate expansion 
joints in the track. The bodies of the original cars were 

constructed entirely of steel using the monocoque principle. This 

was a world leader being the first ever application of this form of 
construction to passenger vehicles. Each two-car set, fully loaded 

with 194 passengers, weighed in at 34 tons. The motive power for 

the set was supplied by four 500V DC electric motors, rated at a 
total of 70KW and using chains to drive a total of eight double-

flanged driving wheels. Electrical pick-up was from an inverted 

conductor underneath the monorail. The cars were usually run in 
sets of two, thus increasing the reliability.  The maximum service 

speed was set at 25mph but was soon increased to 31mph giving 

an average of 22mph including stops. Thus the total journey time 
from terminus to terminus was 35mins. In tests it was 

demonstrated that speeds up to 94mph could be used safely 

round curves of 1,200ft radius. 
 

The traction units were free to rotate about a vertical axis, thus 

becoming bogies, and were also designed to swing outwards to a 
limited extent from the vertical allowing a maximum tilt of 15 

degrees. In order to stabilise the cars against the movement of 

passengers at stations, the platform edges were fitted with spring 
loaded rubbing strakes. 

The Schwebebahn was an instant success and over the years has 

proved to be one of the safest, most reliable and most intensively 
used systems in the world. It ran for 98 years without a single 

fatality until 1999 when a contractors‟ rail clamp was 

inadvertently left in place and caused a derailment. The two-car 
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set was thrown into the river leaving five people dead and forty-

seven injured. This is not to say that minor incidents had not 

occurred, but surely the most bizarre was in 1950 when a circus 
elephant called „Tiffi‟ was being transported for a stunt. The 

elephant became restless and burst out of the side of the car only 

to fall into the river below. Miraculously not only did the 
elephant survive unhurt, but the actual fall was recorded by a 

photographer with the elephant in mid-air.  

By the 1970s the original cars needed replacing and apart from 
the „Kaiser Wagen‟ all were scrapped following the delivery of 

twenty-seven two-car sets built to a modern design. These cars 

are more spacious, each with seats for 48 and standing room for 
156 giving a total capacity for the set of 408 and a fully loaded 

weight of 30 tons. The two cars are separated by a short 

articulated section to give adequate flexibility when rounding the 
loops at either end of the system. The traction arrangements 

have been upgraded with four 600V DC motors per set, rated at a 

total of 100KW, driving eight 800mm double flanged wheels via 
gearing and 

giving a 

maximum 
allowable 

speed of 

37mph. 
These twin 

car sets are 

capable of 
running in 

multiple as 

four car 
sets. 
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By 1995 it had become obvious that a complete reconstruction of 

the trackwork would be necessary and that many of the stations 

would have to be rebuilt. This work has been on-going and much 
of the original has been replaced as sympathetically as possible. 

For example, most of the new frame supports have been riveted 

as per the original and though many of the stations have been 
rebuilt to ultra modern designs there are others that are almost 

identical to the originals. All the stations now have lifts from the 

street directly to platform level. The turntable at Kluse was 
removed in 2002 thereby removing the environmental issue of oil 

dripping into the river. This leaves the loops at either end of the 

line as the only means of reversing the cars. Beyond each of these 
loops are the storage and maintenance sheds that are accessed by 

means of (overhead) traversers. 
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The cost of reconstruction has inexorably risen from the original 

estimate of €225 million to €394 million. For a rapid urban 

transport system that has never been duplicated in any other 
part of the world, this raises the question of value for money. 

Superficially the Schwebebahn appears to be a museum piece but 

the facts tell a different story. This system carries an average 
72,000 passengers per day with trains running at ninety second 

intervals during rush hours. The average occupancy is 52.8%, 

with an average travelling distance of 2.9 miles and an energy 
usage of 5.1kWh per 100 passenger miles. Add to this its enviable 

safety record and then ask: why has it never been copied? 

 
The concept of monorail transport has long fascinated engineers 

and the public alike. Monorails catch the imagination and have a 

futuristic charisma that is maintained by a regular stream of sci-
fi publications. Many different schemes have been proposed but 

most of them have been pseudo-monorails incorporating two or 

more additional stabilising elements such as seen in the Lartigue 
system. The straddle beam type is similarly constructed and the 

only successful vertically supported system at ground level has to 

be gyroscopically stabilised. All monorails have problems with 
„switching‟ 

and are 

difficult to 
integrate 

with other 

systems. 
Since all 

practical 

„monorails‟ 
are 

suspended, 

the stations 
are mostly 

elevated 

which can 
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create access problems. In addition, most systems use smaller 

cars than those used on heavy rail metros leading to a higher cost 

per passenger mile. In an emergency situation, passenger 
evacuation is complex and/or expensive, requiring dedicated 

walkways, airline style inflatable slides or even „cherry-pickers‟. 

On the plus side, suspended monorails require minimal space on 
the ground, are significantly less obtrusive than two rail elevated 

systems, cope better with gradients and sharp curves and are all 

but impossible to derail, barring catastrophic track failure. 
However, their most attractive advantage is that they are capable 

of running at very high speeds without developing wheelset 

hunting leading to gauge corner cracking. 
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46 YEARS A VOLUNTEER 

Part II 

By Peter Reynolds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The  Erecting Shop Boston Lodge Works April 1961 

 

My visits to the railway after 1962 became a bit less frequent 

due to a number of things like family and work. Working for a 

company that could and did send you off somewhere at the drop 

of a hat did not help. Not only did it make it difficult to organise 

a trip to the railway, but it was also frowned  upon a bit 

domestically, if you walked in having been away somewhere and 

announced that you were off to North Wales for a couple of days. 

Also in 1963 the London area group working party organisation 

changed, not to my liking I am afraid. 

During the time I was only paying occasional visits to the works, 

a lot of changes were taking place. Some buildings fell down, 

others were pulled down; what was the loco shed became the 

carriage shed, what was the paint shop (the long shed) became 

the loco shed and what is now the loco shed became the carriage 

and carpentry shop.  
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Boston Lodge works yard April 1961. 

 

With the arrival of a three phase electrical supply some better 

machine tools were also acquired. So for around five years the 

railway soldiered on with only my occasional support. To this 

day I still don‟t know how they managed without me. 

There was a time when employers rewarded staff with extra 

holiday if they worked for them for a number of years, so it came 

to pass that I came to have sufficient holiday entitlement to visit 

the railway more often and still have enough days leave left to 

have a family holiday somewhere other than the railway. Also in 

due course I became one of the millions of motorists and acquired 

a vehicle of my own. This meant that I was no long dependant on 

others to get to the railway. There were also, in the works top 

yard, three old caravans that could be used for accommodation 

and they were cheap, something like 50p a night. An added 

advantage was that one could take one‟s wife if it was out of 

season and the accommodation was not required by anyone else 

working in the works. 
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Now stopping with one‟s wife in a Boston Lodge Works caravan 

really tested the marriage. To say that the works caravans were 

old was being a bit kind; ancient would be better. They did have 

an electrical supply, some heat, a water tap and sink and a gas 

hob that ran off bottled gas. 

Having lumbered my in-laws with the kids, I took my wife off 

for a week in North Wales in December in the 1970‟s. To say it 

was cold was a definite understatement, I had to stop in Bala on 

the way there to scrape the frost off the head lights so that I 

could see where I was going. When I got out I found the road, 

which had been salted was frozen. 

We eventually got to Boston Lodge, unlocked the caravan and 

got all our gear in, when my wife commented that there was 

mould on the ceiling. I pointed out it was not mould but ice as 

the heating was not on when the caravan was not in use, in 

order to save money. I said it would soon warm up and whilst 

she looked doubtful, agreed that may be it was not that bad. 

There then of course followed the inevitable question from a 

women; where‟s the toilet? The fact that the toilet was a good 

fifty yards away, as were the washing facilities, was not greeted 

with much enthusiasm given that it was now snowing hard.  

The night passed OK, sort of cosy like, two of you inside two 

sleeping bags to try and keep warm. Getting up was what might 

be described as bracing. We did not appear to have any water, 

„That‟s alright,‟ I said, „it will soon thaw out.‟ and opened the 

cupboard under the sink to let some heat in to the pipe work. 

The walk to the toilet block was even more bracing; it was still 

snowing and the wind was against us. 

When we returned we found that the water pipe had thawed and 

was now spraying water out of a burst, all over the floor. So it 

was turn off the water and walk back to the toilet block to fill the 

kettle. Then the next problem arose, no gas; it was so cold it 

would not come out of the cylinder. This was sorted out by 

standing the gas cylinder on top of the electric heater. So in due 

course we got Breakfast. 
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What ever my wife thought about all this I still don‟t know. There 

was not much she could do about it at the time because all the 

roads into and out of Porthmadog were blocked with snow and 

remained so until the Thursday. By this time the caravan was 

warm, it was cleaner than it had been for years and all the local 

birds (feathered variety) were being fed better food that they had 

ever had. It turned out to be a very nice week away which we 

both enjoyed and, fair play to the women, she did come with me 

again but not in December! 

 

 

Boston Lodge Accommodation in 

the Winter 

 

 

 

 

A Young Lady Enjoying a 

Winter Break in High Class 

Accommodation 

 

 

If possible, I tried to visit the works out of season when the trains 

were not running. This suited me best as the work was more 

varied. The sort of things one got involved in was turning and / or 

re-tyring wheels, re-bushing motion and valve gear and resetting 

valves, re-tubing boilers and of course dismantling and 

reassembling both steam and diesel locos. 

As my sons got older we were able to have our own working party 

but as some of them were still in education this meant visiting 
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the works during school holiday time when the trains were 

running. This was alright except the works at one time, wanted 

anyone who worked for them fairly regularly to be able to do a 

firing turn on the footplate. So every visit I had to do at least one 

turn as a fireman, and although I tried various tricks, like 

soaking the driver whilst filling the water tank at Tan-y Bwlch as 

he oiled the loco and not being able to understand the signalling, 

they still persisted.  

My usual trick was to arrive in Blaenau Ffestiniog with a full 

head of steam and a boiler full of water. That really  used to get 

the driver going as you are not allowed to blow off steam in the 

station there, so we had to put the fire out, which was OK by me 

but the drivers used to get real wound up in case I could not light 

it up in time to leave. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The 

Working 

Party  

October 

1980 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There have been from time to time occasions when the works 

staff have not treated the volunteers as well as they could have 

done. The reasons for this are far too complicated to go into here, 
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but my sons fell foul of this. The end result was the works gave 

my boys all the dirty jobs no one else would do. It all came to 

head one day when they were told to take the brick arches out of 

a loco that was still hot from the day before and clean the fire 

box. Then they were told they could not use a needle gun in case 

they made a hole in the fire box. All credit to them, they did it 

and made a good job of it but the works foreman was left in no 

doubt what they thought of him and his railway and they have 

never been back there since. It was the railway that lost out as 

four potential volunteers have never returned. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A young Reynolds in a Fire Box. 

  

Due to the high cost of insurance, to cover damage from line side 

fires, the railway, after some experimental work around 1971/72, 

converted all their steam locos to oil firing. This was fine until a 

dramatic rise in the price of oil. To try and reduce the fuel costs 

they started to burn waste oil and it was then realised that the 

members of the society could help by saving their waste oil and 

delivering it to the railway.  

This developed into quite an organisation which, by the time it 

was stopped, was supplying over a quarter of the railways fuel. 
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The waste oil that was collected by members could be and usually 

was anything that was liquid and would burn and it included car 

sump oil, oil from chip shops, hydraulic oil, benzene, heavy and 

light fuel oil. The oil was delivered to Minffordd Yard, where the 

railway set up a receiving station to clean and blend the oil to 

make it suitable for the locomotives.  

To give some idea of what was involved, in 1988 a total of 27,633 

gallons of waste oil were delivered to the railway. This was 27% 

of the total steam loco fuel oil for the year. 

Having the members collecting oil was not without its problems 

however. For example, one day at the time of high summer 

traffic, loco fires kept going out and would not relight. As this 

started happening to all the steam engines the fuel was 

suspected. It was later found that a large delivery of hydraulic oil 

that had been blended in with rest of the oil was in fact fire 

resistant. 

As I was the owner of a pick-up truck and was insured to carry 

„explosive, corrosive and flammable liquids and gases‟ I got 

involved with transporting waste oil from Hillingdon to 

Minffordd; 250 gallons four times a year. This was allowed 

because the drivers mate was my wife and we spent the night in 

a proper Hotel not one of the caravans. We used to spend the 

night in the „Tan-y Groes‟ Hotel in Ganllwyd. This was a nice 

little country hotel with a proper restaurant and nice beer. Then 

the owner changed, and while the hotel was still alright, the new 

owner had delusions of grandeur and he objected to a pickup 

truck in his car park. The thing was he was he could never 

remember who‟s pickup it was, so when we rang to book up he 

never realised who had booked until we got there. 

The grand waste oil collection all came to an end when the nanny 

state got involved with waste regulations, which is a great shame 

particularly as we are now urged to recycle. 

Before someone takes me to task, my waste oil came from 

„Technicolor‟ courtesy of  Derek Smith, and a large quantity of 
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waste oil went to the railway from a factory in Aylesbury due to 

the efforts of Peter Pardington. 

When my sons deserted the railway I made up the loss in 

manpower by persuading members of IDSME to come with me. 

One day the lady in the works office who used to do the booking 

said she could never remember who was who when some one 

rang her, so we gave her photos of ourselves in our work gear 

after some dirty job, the reasoning being that‟s how she usually 

saw us. Well some joker in the office got hold of the photos and 

for some years there was on the wall at Boston Lodge, a poster 

with our photos on headed “Wanted Dead or Alive! The Reynolds 

Gang” and the name has stuck. Even when I am not with them 

they are still the “Reynolds Gang”. 

 

Boston Lodge Works Yard 1993 

 

Over the last 45 years Boston Lodge Works and the Ffestiniog 

Railway have gone through a lot of changes. The works now have 

the facilities to build steam and diesel locos and steel or wood 

railway carriages from scratch. There are three machine shops, a 
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very large erecting shop, a separate wood working machine shop, 

a carriage erecting shop and a proper paint shop. In fact they are 

now sort of semi independent of the railway and this enables 

them to take on outside work of all sorts including contracts from 

other railways. They have a very good reputation for building 

railway carriages to a very high standard. 

 

One of the biggest changes was the opening of the Railway 

through to Blaenau Ffestiniog. The first passenger train to run 

from Porthmadog to Blaenau Ffestiniog, since 1939, arrived in 

Blaenau at 11 30am on 25th May 1982.,This was conveying 

members of the permanent staff and VIPs. Whilst they all went 

off to celebrate at the „Queens Hotel,‟ the train returned to 

Porthmadog with invited volunteers. 

 

 

The First Passenger Train since 1939 arriving in Blaenau  
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Although the outside of the works still looks a bit like it did in 

1959 the old caravans have long gone. There is now a proper 

centrally heated hostel, with beds, showers, kitchens, TV room, 

library etc. at Minffordd, so there is no more getting dressed in 

the middle of the night to walk fifty-plus yards in the rain to go to 

the loo. 

The works is also better organised. If given notice of who is going 

and when, they provide a list of jobs that they want done and 

more often than not the materials are there to work with. 

 

From my point of view the works was at its best from 1987 to 

1992. It was very well organised by someone who knew what they 

were doing, the staff were friendly and the nanny state had not 

got too involved. 

 

Well that brings this narrative more or less up to date, I have no 

intention relating some of the things done by the  

present Reynolds Gang; if they want them told they can do the 

telling. 

 

The question is would I do it again? yes! Will I carry on?, well 

that‟s some thing I have got to think about; as one gets older the 

work gets harder and I don‟t think it is as much fun any more. 

 

 

 

 

 

“The End of  The Day” 

 Boston Lodge Halt Room 1982 
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Just recently published is 

the second edition of The 
Oakwood Press‟ history of 

The Great Western & Great 

Central Joint Railway by 
Stanley C. Jenkins, first 

published in 1978. For those 

who don‟t know The 
GW&GC Joint line is the 

one that runs from Northolt 

Junction (passing through 
West Ruislip, once Ruislip & 

Ickenham) to Ashendon 

Junction. The book also 
covers the lines built to 

connect the GW&GC with 

the Great Western and 
Great Central systems. 

For the second edition the 

book has been substantially revised and expanded; 256 pages 
against 52 in the first edition.  The second edition features 

considerably more photographs, including some by the late Lewis 

Coles, who, for many years, was a member of IDSME. The history 
of the line has been brought right up to date and even mentions 

the infamous Tescos tunnel collapse at Gerrards Cross last year. 

This book is undoubtedly the most comprehensive history of the 
line available and well worth purchasing if you are interested in 

this line, even if you have the first edition. As and aside the price 

has increased six fold since the first edition but this is not bad 
when you consider the book is five times its previous size and you 

allow for twenty eight years‟ inflation. 
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Winter Programme 

September 2006 

Friday 29th: Annual General Meeting 

 

October 2006 

Friday 6th:  Model Railway Group Live & Unleashed 

demonstrating and explaining an exhibition layout 

Saturday 7th:   Public Running Day & Model Railway Display 

Friday 13th:   Everything You Always Wanted To Know 

 About IDSME But Didn’t Ask. 

Friday 20th:  Metropolitan Water Board, Ron Howes 

Friday 27th: On The Road, Malcolm Parsons & David Sexton 

(Workshop Evening) Tracing the history of roads, especially those around 

Ickenham, and a look at historic street furniture.  

 

November 2006 

Friday 3rd:  Club Auction 

Saturday 4th:  Public Running Day 

Friday 10th:  Bluebird, Bob Noble 

Our speaker was involved with the construction of 

Donald Campbell’s Bluebird 

Friday 17th:  General Interest Night 

Sat 18th & Sun 19th: Kew Bridge Portable Track Run 

Friday 24th:  Some Old Pumps, John Browning  

(Workshop Evening) & Fawley, Mark Hamlin, Pumps and pumping engines 

followed by a look around the railway museum and 

transport collection of Lord McAlpine  

Thursday 30th:  Pinner Panto Evening Portable Track Run 

 

December 2006 

Friday 1st:  Christmas Dinner Details To Be Announced 

Saturday 2nd:  Public Running Day 

Friday 8th: IDSME Slides & Ickenham Festive Community 

Night Portable Track Run 

Friday 15th:  Indentation Hardness Testing, P. Pardington 

An explanation of the principles and a practical 

demonstration. 

Friday 22nd:  Christmas Slide Show 

Tuesday 26th:  Members Running Day 

Fri 29th to Sun 31st: Model Engineer Exhibition, Olympia 2 


